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z-scan measurement of the nonlinear absorption of a thin gold film
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We have used thez-scan technique at a wavelength~532 nm! near the transmission window of bulk
gold to measure the nonlinear absorption coefficient of continuous approximately 50-Å-thick gold
films, deposited onto surface-modified quartz substrates. For highly absorbing media such as metals,
we demonstrate that determination of either the real or imaginary part of the third-order
susceptibility requires a measurement of both nonlinear absorption and nonlinear refraction, i.e.,
both open- and closed-aperturez scans must be performed. Closed-aperturez scans did not yield
a sufficient signal for the determination of the nonlinear refraction. However, open-aperturez
scans yielded values ranging fromb51.931023 to 5.331023 cm/W in good agreement with
predictions which ascribe the nonlinear response to a Fermi smearing mechanism. We note that
the sign of the nonlinearity is reversed from that of gold nanoparticle composites, in accordance
with the predictions of mean field theories. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Gold nanoparticle composite materials are known to d
play large optical nonlinearities.1–6 In order to assess th
validity of generalized effective medium theories~particu-
larly the Maxwell Garnett model! for describing the linear
and nonlinear optical properties of metal nanoparticle co
posites, knowledge of the linear and nonlinear susceptib
ties of the constituent materials is a prerequisite. For
dielectric constituent the measurement of these propertie
relatively straightforward. However, measurement of
‘‘inherent’’ nonlinear susceptibility of the metal is more di
ficult. In previous studies the nonlinearity of the metal its
was deduced from measurements on the composite
whole, by comparing the nonlinear susceptibility of the co
posite to the predictions of the effective medium theory
lieved to be accurate for the particular system considered3–6

Typically for gold a value of Imxi
(3)'1027 esu was obtained

which corresponds very closely to the theoretical value
the Fermi smearing mechanism derived by Hacheet al.6

However, the fact that the value of Imxi
(3) is deduced from

the very theory in question, rather than measured direc
casts a certain doubt over the applicability of the theory s
ply due to the circular nature of the deduction.

In this study the inherent nonlinearity of the metal
measured directly using very thin gold films. Standard va
deposited gold films must be as thick as several hund
angstroms to be continuous and uniform.7 However, at these

a!Electronic mail: david.d.smith@msfc.nasa.gov
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thicknesses these films have transmittance values that ar
low to obtain a significant signal from az scan. Moreover,
the films are easily damaged. To overcome these probl
we used a quartz substrate modified with a self-assem
monolayer~SAM! that promotes the formation of a mor
uniform and more robust gold coating. SAMs have the a
vantage over the relatively thick transition metal underco
ings ~usually Cr, Ti, or W! that are typically applied to pro
mote adhesion, in that they do not change the opt
properties of the sample,8 which is of particular importance
when the sample thickness is comparable to that of
prelayer. For example, a 50 Å layer of Au requires a 50
prelayer of Cr which can significantly alter the linear a
nonlinear optical properties of the sample. Additionally,
further increase the signal to noise ratio, we performed
measurements at a wavelength very near the transmis
window of bulk gold~;500 nm!. This transmission window
occurs between the threshold for interband absorption
the onset of long-wavelength reflection. For films that a
thick enough to be continuous there is no ‘‘anomalous
sorption’’ feature or ‘‘dielectric anomaly’’~there is no sur-
face plasmon resonance!, as is evident in films that are thin
enough to consist mainly of granular islands.9

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A 50 Å layer of Au on quartz was prepared followin
the procedure of Gosset al.8,10,11 The procedure essentiall
consists of forming an adhesion layer of~3-mercaptopropyl!
trimethoxysilane MPS on a quartz substrate which has b
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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cleaned with H2O2/H2SO4 ~piranha! solution, followed by
vacuum evaporation or sputtering of Au onto this surfa
The thiol groups of the MPS bind strongly to the Au coatin
resulting in a more uniform and durable coating. Atom
force microscopy~AFM!, scanning tunneling microscop
~STM!, conductivity, and transmittance measurements w
performed on a 50-Å-thick vapor-deposited sample to exa
ine the continuity of the film. The nonlinearity was dete
mined by z-scan measurements on a 50-Å-thick vap
deposited film and an 85-Å-thick sputter-deposited film.

z scan12 is a simple, sensitive technique which relies
the transformation of nonlinear phase shifts into far-field a
plitude deflections to obtain the complex nonlinear refract
indexn25n281 in29 . It is essentially a derivative of the ubiq
uitous single-beam-power-in versus power-out transmiss
measurement13 but attains greater efficiency by focusing th
beam and translating the sample. The technique involves
measurement of the transmittance through an aperture pl
in the far field as the sample is translated through the fo
of a Gaussian beam. For a sufficiently small aperture,
procedure provides a measurement of the real part of
nonlinear refractive indexn28 . If the aperture is fully opened
so that the detector collects all the light, then thez scan
provides a measurement of the imaginary part of the non
ear refractive indexn29 or, alternatively, the nonlinear absorp
tion coefficientb. If b.0, then thez scan will result in a
trough, indicative of induced absorption. Ifb,0, then thez
scan will produce a peak, indicating induced transparen
Since all the flux from the sample is collected at the detec
the transmitted power may be calculated without having
perform the free-space Fresnel propagation to the aper
The normalized transmittance may be expressed as12

T~z!5 (
m50

` F2bI 0Leff

11z2/z0
2 Gm

~m11!3/2 , ~1!

wherez is the longitudinal displacement of the sample fro
the focus,b is the nonlinear absorption coefficient,I 0 is the
on-axis peak intensity at the focus,Leff is the effective inter-
action length,z0 is the Rayleigh diffraction length, and th
temporal profile of the pulse has been assumed to be Ga
ian. Typically, if the series converges, only the first fe
terms are needed for numerical evaluation. Hence, the c
ficient b may be determined from a fit of this expression
the empirical data.

We performed open- and closed-aperturez scans at vari-
ous peak intensities to characterize the nonlinear absorp
and refraction for both a 50-Å-thick vapor-deposited Au fi
and an 85-Å-thick sputter-deposited film. Low intens
scans provided a control that could be used to subtract
any linear effects which might modify thez-scan profile. A
frequency doubled Nd: yttrium–aluminum–garnet laser
532 nm provided 30 ps mode-locked pulses at a repeti
rate of 10 Hz. The Au films were placed on a track near
focus of the beam. The focal length of the lens was 100
and the full width at half maximum beam diameter incide
on the lens was 2.5 mm. The beam waist and Rayleigh
fraction length were measured independently with a kn
.
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edge and found to bew0563mm andz0530.5 mm, respec-
tively. The refractive index and nondimensional extincti
coefficient of the film were found from an interpolation o
the data of Theye14,15 for bulk Au, and were taken asn
50.45 andk52.42, respectively. Hence, the absorption c
efficient and effective interaction length werea55.72
3105 cm21 andLeff54.35 nm, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AFM images obtained in tapping mode reveal that t
morphology of the gold film is characteristic of continuo
metal films. Figure 1 shows 131 mm AFM scans of the
sample at three different stages in the preparation proc
AFM images of the polished quartz substrate prior to M
coating@Fig. 1~a!#, the MPS coated substrate surface witho
the gold layer@Fig. 1~b!#, and the vapor-deposited gold film
@Fig. 1~c!# are shown. The morphology of the quartz su
strate is typical for polished glass samples. Scratches f
the polishing process are visible. However, these substr
were very flat with a rms roughness of 4.3 Å. In order
compare the gold-coated with the MPS-coated regions of
quartz, images were obtained from the same sample.

FIG. 1. AFM images of~a! the untreated polished quartz substrate,~b! the
MPS treated substrate, and~c! the gold-coated MPS surface. The scan size
131 mm.
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MPS region without the gold film had a rms roughness of
Å with a mean particle diameter of 15 nm. The gold-coa
region had a morphology typical of continuous metal film
with a rms roughness of 16.6 Å and an average grain di
eter of 50 nm. The granular surface observed for the M
coated sample may provide abundant nucleation sites
gold film growth. This would promote the growth of the ve
thin continuous polycrystalline gold film that we observe f
this process. Deposition of gold onto an untreated qu
substrate, on the other hand, would have resulted in a
continuous film common for very thin~,15 nm! gold films
where gold–gold cohesive interactions predominate lead
to island-like structures.

The conductivity of the 50 Å Au film was measured b
the four point method,16 and determined to be bulk-like. Th
resistivity varied for different spots on the sample betwe
about 0.5 and 100 times the bulk value. It was difficult to g
reproducible values for the resistivity, however, because
probe tips easily penetrated the thin Au layer.

STM images obtained with a platinum/iridium tip at
scan size of 0.530.5mm are shown in Fig. 2 for the thin
Au/MPS/quartz sample and for a thick Au reference. A 20
Å layer of Au on a silicon substrate with a 100 Å pre-layer
Ti was used as the reference. Note that the morphologies
essentially identical except for the appearance of consi
able substructure in the thinner sample@Fig. 2~a!#. The addi-
tional substructure appears because the film thicknes
much smaller than the width of the surface features. The
surface roughness is similar for the two cases~35 Å for the
Au/MPS/quartz sample, and 25 Å for the Au/Ti/silicon re
erence! with crystallite sizes of approximately 50 nm~note
that the film thickness is only 5 nm!. The fact that the STM

FIG. 2. STM images of~a! 75 Å Au film on MPS modified quartz and~b!
a reference 2000 Å Au layer on 100 Å of Ti on a silicon substrate. The s
size is 0.530.5mm.
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probe tip did not crash into the surface during scanning
to a dramatic decrease in tunneling current is an indica
that the film is continuous. A tip crash would occur if the t
is scanned from an area covered by gold onto an area w
the insulating quartz substrate may show through. Hen
although boundaries are observed, from an electrical~i.e.,
optical! standpoint the film is continuous because the bou
aries do not drastically reduce the current resulting in a
crash. In addition, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy did
reveal a silicon peak, consistent with the STM results.

The transmittance spectrum of the 50 Å Au film w
measured between 190 and 820 nm using a UV-visible di
array spectrophotometer and is shown in Fig. 3. Note t
rather than displaying the dipolar plasmon resonance usu
associated with a metal colloid or composite, there is a tra
mission window with a peak at 516 nm, which is charact
istic of Au films that are continuous and is in agreement w
the theoretical predictions of Sheng17 for Au composites
above the percolation threshold. At the wavelength of
experiment, 532 nm, the transmission is 53.5% which
close to the maximum of 54% at 516 nm and permits
sufficient signal to noise ratio for az scan to be performed.

Because the nonlinearity of metal nanoparticles
thought to arise primarily from absorptive mechanism6

open-aperturez scans were performed initially. A typica
open-aperturez scan on the vapor-deposited Au film
shown in Fig. 4. The error bars represent the standard de

n

FIG. 3. Transmittance spectrum of 50 Å Au film. The arrow correspond
the wavelength at which thez scan was performed.

FIG. 4. Open-aperturez scan of 50 Å Au film.
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tion of 20 shots. The incident peak power wasPi58.6 kW
corresponding toI 05110 MW/cm2. For intensities greate
than 160 MW/cm2 ablative damage typically occurred whic
was evident by a sharp peak in thez-scan transmission which
increased with each scan, as well as an asymmetry in
baseline. Equation~1! was used to fit a curve to the data b
varying the adjustable parameterb. For this spot the best fi
yields a value ofb55.331023 cm/W. Note that as the focu
is approached, the transmittance decreases indicating tha
metal is an induced absorber, the opposite effect from
obtained for metal colloids or composites~below the perco-
lation threshold!. For the vapor-deposited film the nonline
absorption coefficient varied fromb51.931023 to 5.3
31023 cm/W depending on the spot. If we naively negle
nonlinear refraction and transform these values to susce
bilities we obtain a range of Imxi

(3)53.231028 to 8.6
31028 esu. However, we will soon show that for meta
Im xi

(3) cannot be calculated so simply.
By its naturez scan is a power-dependent study a

higher-order effects are often evident by their effect on
z-scan profile~for thez scan of Fig. 4 higher-order effects a
just becoming evident!; however, they are made even mo
evident by varyingI 0 . The result of a power-depende
study on the 85 Å sputter-deposited Au film is shown in F
5. The data falls on a straight line and extrapolates t
change in the normalized transmittance ofDT50 at zero
intensity indicating a pure third-order effect. At this partic
lar spot on the sample the nonlinear absorption coeffic
varied fromb53.731023 to 4.531023 cm/W as the inten-
sity was varied, much less than the spot-to-spot variat
Below approximatelyI 05100 MW/cm2 no higher-order ef-
fects were evident in these films.

Closed-aperturez scans were also performed to obta
n2 . However, a signal exceeding the noise level (S/N.1)
could not be resolved. In place of a direct empirical deter
nation of n28 for the gold film we can still gain insight into
the value of the refractive nonlinearity however, through d
duction from measurements on composites and becaus
strong absorption in a metal provides a coupling betw
real and imaginary quantities~between Imx(3) and n28 and

FIG. 5. Change in transmittanceDT vs peak on-axis intensity at the focu
for a sputtered Au film. For a pure third-order effect the data should fal
a straight line and extrapolate toDT50 at zero intensity.
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between Rex(3) andn29! when transforming from experimen
tal quantities to susceptibilities.

In general susceptibilities may not be measured dire
but must be deduced through experimental determinatio
the refractive indexn, wheren is both complex and nonlin-
ear. Determination of the real or imaginary part of the line
susceptibility requires a measurement of bothn08 and n09 .
Similarly, specification of the full complex nonlinear susce
tibility requires a measurement of bothn28 andn29 , where in
general there is a coupling between the real~imaginary! part
of n2 and the imaginary~real! part of x (3) that arises from
the complex nature of the linear refractive indexn0 . This
coupling is usually not considered in nonlinear optics m
surements, however, it becomes particularly significant
highly absorptive materials~i.e., metals!. The proper equa-
tion ~in electrostatic units! relating the phenomenologica
and theoretical quantities is

n25
12p2x~3!

n0n08c
. ~2!

Equation ~2! contains two powers of the linear refractiv
index n0 , one of which comes from the driven nonline
wave equation and is complex, the other which comes fr
the Poynting vector and is by necessity real. Hence, the
and imaginary parts of the cubic susceptibility are

x~3!85
n08c

12p2 ~n08n282n09n29!, ~3!

x~3!95
n08c

12p2 ~n08n291n09n28!. ~4!

Dividing Eq. ~4! by Eq. ~3! we obtain the equation of a
hyperbola with asymptotes displaced along the ordinate
abscissa byn09/n08 and intersecting the axes at2n08/n09 as
shown in Fig. 6. The second term on the right-hand side
these equations determines whether a sign reversal oc

nFIG. 6. Coupling of the complex cubic susceptibility to the complex no
linear refractive index. The line indicates the solution in the limit of lar
absorption (n09@n08). In general the solution is a hyperbola which for los
less media (n09!n08) is centered about the origin, whereas for significan
absorbing media it is shifted with respect to the origin as shown here. W
the solution extends into the fourth or second quadrants a sign rev
occurs in the imaginary or real component, respectively, upon transfor
tion from phenomenological to theoretical quantities.
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upon transformation from refractive indices to susceptib
ties. The general condition for a sign reversal to occur in
imaginary component is

un08n29u,un09n28u and
n28

n29
,0 ~5!

and similarly for the real component the condition is

un08n28u,un09n29u and
n28

n29
.0. ~6!

Obviously both of these conditions cannot be met simu
neously since they are true in different half planes. The fi
condition, however, specifies the second quadrant, while
second condition specifies the fourth quadrant. No sign
versal occurs in the first or third quadrants. Hence, the s
reversal occurs in the imaginary component in the sec
quadrant, and in the real component in the fourth quadr
Note that whenn09@n08 ~absorption dominates! the solution
collapses to a straight line such that

x~3!9

x~3!8
52

n28

n29
. ~7!

In this case there will always be a sign reversal in one of
components when transforming between the theoretical
phenomenological quantities since the solution always
either in the second or fourth quadrants. In the opposite lim
however, whenn09!n08 , absorption may be neglected an
the solution reduces to a hyperbola centered about the o

x~3!9

x~3!8

n28

n29
51. ~8!

In this case the solution remains within the first and th
quadrants so that there is no sign reversal in the compon
and the coupling~provided byn0! may be neglected. Be
tween these limits is the case of a good conductorn09'n08
and we obtain the hyperbola shown in Fig. 6. In this case
part of the hyperbola that extends into the second and fo
quadrants defines the conditions that lead to a sign reve
in either the imaginary or the real component~but not both!,
respectively.

For the specific case of gold at 532 nm the real a
imaginary parts of the linear refractive index are related
n09'5n08 so that a significant part of the hyperbola exten
into the quadrants which lead to a sign reversal.z-scan mea-
surements performed on a gold doped composite glass@n09
!n08 , no coupling as in Eq.~8!# indicated that the effective
nonlinear susceptibility of the composite isx (3)5(8
31021224310211i ) esu. Since the nonlinearity of the gla
host is much weaker than that of the gold inclusions,
effective cubic susceptibility is given by the generalized~al-
though truncated! Maxwell Garnett result

x~3!5 f qi
2uqi u2x i

~3! , ~9!

where the subscriptsi and h denote inclusion and host va
ues, respectively, whilef represents the~metal! volume con-
centration or fill fraction, andqi is the local field factor in the
inclusions. Since the measurements were performed
-
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near the surface plasmon resonance frequencyvs we have
the approximate condition thate i8(vs)522eh8 and the local
field factor is given by3

qi5
e12eh

e i12eh
'

3eh8

i e i9
~10!

for hosts like glass without significant linear absorption. B
causeqi is mainly imaginary, the slope of Eq.~9! becomes
negative and the cubic susceptibility of gold is sign revers
from that of the composite.3 Using the valuesf '1025 and
eh52.16 we therefore obtain x i

(3)5(213102815
31028i ) esu. Hence, Imx(3)/Rex(3)'25 and the solution is
isolated to the lower half plane of Fig. 6, specifically to t
fourth quadrant. This analysis therefore suggests a sign
versal in the real part upon transformation to susceptibilit
but not in the imaginary part.

In summary, for gold we thus haven29.0 ~by deduction
and confirmed by the direct measurement herein! and n28
.0 ~by deduction only, unconfirmed here due to low sign
strength!. Transforming to susceptibilities we have Imx(3)

.0 ~no sign change! and Rex(3),0 ~sign change!, which
isolates the possible values of the nonlinear coefficients
the part of the hyperbola extending into the fourth quadr
of Fig. 6. Note that the largest possible ratio of the refract
to absorptive nonlinearity in this quadrant isn28/n2955. Then
why is a satisfactory signal from the closed-aperturez-scan
experiment not observed? There may be several reasons
the same magnitude nonlinearity~that is, forn285n29! devia-
tions from the baseline (T51) are larger by a factor of ap
proximately 3.5 for open-aperture scans than for clos
aperture scans. Moreover, the aperture transmittance ten
be small which further decreases the already small S/N ra
Lastly, the effects of nonlinear absorption must be divid
out of the resulting closed aperture scan, which for best
sults requires a third detector, and tends to further obsc
any refractive nonlinearity.

CONCLUSIONS

The value of the nonlinear absorption coefficient w
found through direct measurement on a gold film rather th
on a composite structure. The obtained value is represe
tive of bulk Au because the sample is continuous and
cause the film thickness is sufficient to avoid quantum s
effects. Measurement of the constituent nonlinear susce
bilities is necessary for proper application and evaluation
effective medium theories for describing gold nanoparti
composites. However, we have shown that transformatio
the experimentally determined nonlinear refractive indices
nonlinear susceptibilities is complicated by the coupling
real to imaginary quantities provided by the strong line
absorption of the metal. Hence, both open- and clos
aperturez scans must be performed to determine either
real or imaginary parts of the nonlinear susceptibility. Ho
ever, closed-aperturez scans did not resolve a signal, an
therefore we could not determine the nonlinear susceptib
properly. If we naively~and improperly! ignore the earlier-
mentioned coupling, then the direct measurement m
herein agrees well with the typical values obtained for
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nonlinear susceptibility of gold deduced from measureme
on low concentration composites,3,5,6 and also agrees we
with the theoretically derived value for bulk gold based
thermalization of conduction electrons~which also ignores
the coupling!.6 In the low concentration limit, effective me
dium theories tend to predict the behavior of the compo
properly. However, at higher inclusion concentrations, eff
tive medium theories significantly diverge from one anoth
and likely do not produce the correct results~although they
may provide general trends!.

Notably the sign of the third-order susceptibility for th
gold film was found to be reversed from that found pre
ously for gold nanoparticle composites~below the percola-
tion threshold!. Previously, we demonstrated a counterint
tive consequence of local field effects that occurs in me
nanoparticle composites at the surface plasmon resonan3,6

Remarkably, althoughx (3) may be positive for each compo
nent by itself,x (3) may be negative for the composite as
whole. The finding herein is therefore a verification of th
counterintuitive consequence of local fields, through a m
surement of the nonlinearity of bulk Au by transmission. T
physical origin of this sign reversal is presumably linked
the drastic change in conductivity that occurs at the perc
tion threshold.

Taken together, the results of the AFM, STM, condu
tivity, and transmittance measurements indicate that the 5
Au film is continuous. The extent of continuity determin
whether a plasmon peak will be observed in the transm
tance spectrum as well as whether the material will dem
strate saturable or induced absorption. Percolation struct
tend to diminish the plasmon resonance and favor indu
absorption. Hence, there is a strong correlation between
film microstructure and optical properties, which in ma
cases is even more evident for nonlinear optical interacti
which depend more strongly on geometrically determin
local field factors.
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